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Prompt
The prompt for this project was to visualize a story or infographic with use of dialogue. 

I wanted to take the opportunity to lean towards character animation and scripted 

storytelling.



Idea
My idea is simple and fun, and one that I believe works in a colorful, stylized world.

The main character, a quirky little guy, is called by the mayor of a city that a T. Rex is 

running amok in the city. They need his help. The character hops in his ‘67 Chevelle 

and goes to save the day.



Idea
I have a very clear idea of the style I want this project to have. After my last project, 

which had an abstract geometric style, I am going in a very different direction. This is 

to try and variegate my comfort with different styles and techniques.

The style will have a heightened style for the sets and backgrounds, with the characters 

being a mix of vector and hand-drawn animation.



Idea
The style and story essentially follows my first instincts as a creator, with some broader 

influence from pop art and comic book-style action as well as an 80s Miami style for 

the color scheme.



Mood Board









Sketches & Concepts











Jack Thorn Color Exploration



1967 Chevy Chevelle SS



Logo Inspiration



Color Scheme
I wanted a fun color palette and this is what 

came out of it. I tried to not consider 

traditional color schemes, like 

complimentary, analogous, or triad, and just 

go in a direction that felt like fun pop art. I 

ended up with this-- which interestingly, 

still has some traditional color relationships. 

Different hues and saturations are present, 

and I consider the yellow, blue, and pink to 

be a kind of triad(with pink being close to 

red).
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Final Frames Showcase










